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Sunled Industries—Provides economical exterior, industrial and 
commercial lighting solutions using the latest high performance LED 
lighting technologies and practical design strategies

As a result of this approach we are able to reduce the overall 
finished construction cost of numerous applications and commercial 
construction projects 

Significant savings have been consistently demonstrated to clients 
on a wide variety of project types.

Proven industry experience and our relationships with leading 
lighting manufacturers worldwide are utilised to provide an 
extensive range of high performance, efficient LED lighting products 
at industry competitive prices. Together with our professional 
services delivered by qualified industry experts we can provide 
complete service reliability designed to exceed customer 
expectations

Sunled Industries prides itself on our current portfolio of 
projects and sustained reputation of quality products and service 
excellence.

LIGHTING DONE RIGHT
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PRODUCTION

Highly skilled experts craft high-end lighting products within 
our product portfolio, using the latest generation of advanced 
machinery (automated laser cutting, punching machines, 
semi-automatic bending machines, hydraulic presses and 
wiring robots).

From the selection of raw materials to acceptance tests, every 
stage of our manufacturer’s production process is carefully 
examined to the highest quality standards to ensure that all 
quality efficiency requirements of our “Lighting Done Right” 
motto are met.

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

The Sunled style is characterised by the constant sourcing of 
new technologies, quality materials, enhanced production 
processes in accordance with latest trends in design and 
technology. Our portfolio is constantly being improved to meet 
market demands and to comply with strict US and 
international standards, while simultaneously meeting basic 
safety, visual comfort, efficiency and energy saving 
requirements.

Each new device is thoroughly studied, modified if needed and 
tested in our lighting laboratory before being certified by 
third-party officials.
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THE SUNLED DIFFERENCE

Performance is the drive behind our products. Sun LED 

provides the latest advanced LED lighting products using 

innovative LED chips and components delivered with an 

efficient design, for a cost saving solution that will look and 

operate as expected for years to come. 

All our products are backed by a minimum 5 years warranty 

and dedicated customer support.

Our efficient lighting solutions offer more than reliability, 

performance and value. They also integrate into 

surroundings, minimising environment impact and 

drastically reducing operation and maintenance costs. 

With over 40 years combined experience in managing 

electrical consulting and construction businesses Sun 

LED management understand the needs and 

expectations of our customers

Our lighting design and extensive application solutions 

have been developed to reduce your overall bottom line 

while maintaining industry leading standards of 

performance and operating efficiency. At our core we 

follow internal work processes designed to streamline 

our operations and deliver projects in a timely and 

cost-effective manner.

We can provide full financial analysis including detailed 

return on investment and cumulative savings 

calculations and assist in project management to ensure 

a smooth transition of our lighting technology 

throughout a lighting project
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SITE SERVICES
  On site commissioning

  Project management

  Expert witness or opinion

  Due diligence reporting and witness consulting

  Reverse engineering

  Cost analysis on existing pre designed projects

  Existing lighting audits

  Reports and recommendations

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
  Lighting design and consultation

  Modelling, 3D ray tracing and rendering

  Sales and customer service support

  Light pollution studies

  Renovations and retrofits

  Lighting strategy reports across multiple portfolios 

  Road and sports lighting

  Energy saving calculations

  Financial and payback analysis

  Budgeting and estimating services

  Design certification

  CAD drafting and circuit design



AIRPORTS
Air travel requires the right amount of ground light. Our 

LED lighting solutions provide bright, even illumination 

while slashing energy consumption and maintenance 

costs.

PARKING GARAGES

24/7 operation requires superior light quality, virtually 
no maintenance. Under LED lighting, shadows are 
minimized, safety is enhanced and security cameras 
operate more efficiently with energy savings as high 
as 70%.

CORPORATE 

The precise illumination of our LED office range 
provides for a pleasant working environment, accurate 
colour rendering and reduced glare and flicker. Good 
office lighting enhances workplace productivity and 
reduces stress

INDOOR SPORTS FACILITIES

LED Lighting offers energy efficient solutions for all types of 
speciality indoor sporting applications. Our sports lighting 
products provide performance outcomes in terms 
uniformity, illumination and eliminating glare, ensuring good 
visibility for both players and spectators

EDUCATION FACILITIES

Schools and universities can benefit from lower 
operating costs and minimal maintenance.
Full-spectrum, flicker-free lighting provides improved 
visibility in classrooms, while enhancing safety and 
security.

LOGISTIC CENTERS

We provide our logistical customers with high power 
lighting solutions that will cut their energy costs, while 
providing longevity and efficiency to keep working hard for 
their business.

INDOOR APPLICATIONS
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INDOOR APPLICATIONS

GAS STATIONS

Make service islands more inviting, drivers feel safer 
and better informed with driveway aisles and gas 
pumps that stand out with our range of canopy 
products.

WAREHOUSE & INDUSTRIAL

Large spaces gain benefits from our LED lighting 
solutions. The bright, even illumination speeds production 
and helps identify parts, isolate problems, and avoid 
on-the-job accidents. 

CONVENIENCE STORES

An attractive, inviting, LED-lit indoor environment will attract 
customers, re-enforce your brand image – all while saving 
you energy.

Our luminaires will display products at their best and 
highlight specific products and draw people’s attention. 
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OUTDOOR APPLICATIONS

SPORTS FIELDS

Taking into account visual comfort and uniformity, 
Sunled’s sharp cut off sports lighting products limit 
environmental impact by reducing glare, light spillage, 
and sky glow.

PARKS & PATHWAYS

Our performance LED technologies casts light with plenty 
of highly accurate colours ensuring visitors are greeted by 
well-lit, reassuringly inviting parks that make safer and 
pleasant surroundings

BUILDING PERIMETER 

Aesthetic building features are enhanced making pleasant 
surroundings using the crisp illumination of our industry 
leading fixtures.

Glare induced complaints are eliminated by accurate 
distributions with sharp cut off

CAR DEALERSHIPS

Attract more customers by increasing curb appeal and 
showcasing your dealership using purpose built front line 
LED luminaires throughout car yards showrooms, offices 
and service bays.

OUTDOOR CARPARKS

Our energy efficient carpark products, have been selected 
with the latest technologies to deliver optimum “seeability” 
and security to outdoor parking areas. Under our range 
shadows are minimized, safety is enhanced and CCTV 
operates more efficiently

FACADES

Sunled’s flood and facade fittings can transform a 
building at night creating an attractive advertisement that 
can be seen from afar. 

Our lighting solutions also enable flexible colour accents 
suited to any occasion
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Sunled Industries LLC

14210 Roosevelt Ave
Flushing NY 
UNITED STATES 11354

T: +1 (917) 563 7078

E: mail@sunledind.com
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SUNLEDIND.COM  |  Complete Product Range
Visit our website for more details on any of our products including 
speci�cation sheets, photometric �les and more


